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chptarship Aid .Figures .Indicate
Rise As Tuition Jumps .11
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by Ron Wirick

efforts bvj the- DeveloDment Section of Centennial Hall, scholar- '
i
ship funds from endowment seem unlikely to increase proportionally to the recent rise in
tuition. According to figures released by Mrs. William Sharp, assistant to Centennial
Director G. T. Smith, approximately $50,000 was collected for scholarship endowment last
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m costs meant an 11 percent rise
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Trustees to apply toward new
f
grants for upperclassmen. If this
plan is approved, funds for these
r rants will hp matlv increased.
Cost Squeeze
and the handline'of "new need"
Over 50 boxes of government documents as well as other unduplicated books lie unused,
for upperclassmen will be able to
undiscovered, and largely inaccessabie in tne oasemem siorage tuge or narew uu.u.y.
Viae nnt nrpvpntfd the college from be done more realisticallv.
When asked what effect the Cen
exertinc every effort to .offer as- i
sistance to any student who needs
it. The endowment funds, for ex
ample, do not exhaust the sources
from which student grants are
drawn. Ministerial, independent
funds, and student aid scholarships
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penditures funds would have on
the dnve for scholarship money,
Mrs. Reed and Mr. Young agreed
that the effect would not be adverse. "The trouble is," Dean Reed
commented, that you can see new
buildings going up, but you can't
see new scholarship funds accumulating."
Mrs. Sharp concurred in this
observation. She stated that much
of the college endowment comes
from sources which designate it
for specific uses; hence, funds for
buildings complement, not replace
those for scholarships.
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WOOSTER VOICE

The Evaporation Cycle'

...mas

One major reason for the difficulty of survival of the
small liberal arts college such as Wooster is that, of the alumni
produced, only a small proportion enters the business world
and is financially able to support its indigent alma mater. This
financial problem is only symptomatic of the dangers implicit
in Wooster's academic and professional orientation, of which
we are, however, justly proud. The great problem for Wooster students is a narrowness of attitude which is either unaware or disdainful of the
crass world of business
and government. In some respects it is regrettable that at
least 70 percent of the students on this campus feel that they
must go to graduate school.
Considering the problem of what Wooster can do for
the world, we find our professional orientation even more
dangerous. Wooster is part of a vast evaporation cycle, which
draws a refined student body from sheltered homes, filters
them through four years of lib studies and I.S., channels them
through graduate schools, and deposits them on faculties of
small liberal arts schools; enabling them to rear superior
children in a sheltered atmosphere. It is a charming cycle
but a closed one. The great danger is that there is no output; too few of the thoughtful, cultured products of Wooster-ianumanization are becoming part of the world of business
and government, in which much of the action of our age
for good or ill occurs.
The metaphor of the evaporation cycle is, of course,
for one thing, it accepts too readily the smug
notion that Wooster graduates are enlightened and cultured.
We do not propose that Wooster should establish a school of
business. But we do hope that the College and its students
will remind themselves of the responsibility of a liberal arts
program for directing itself outward.
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Food Service, Bennington Satirized

I
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To the Editor:
The average Wooster Section
i
member (let us preserve the
charming folk belief that what is
to follow could only apply to the
Wooster male) who sits with
parched throat watching the
Schlitz advertisement (substitute
your favorite brand) on Saturday
night television, may be interested
to learn that he suffers not alone
under a desiccating banishment of
intoxicants from the campus.
At Bennington College, for example, the problem also raises its
slightly reeling head; for I should
point out that in this enclave of
Progressive Education for Young
Women among the hills of Vermont, the problem is the inverse
of that at Wooster: the state police
have recently banned the accustomed cup of festive cheer from all
campus parties. Among the handbills of ire that buzzed over the
campus was the satire which I
have copied below from the original sent to me by a friend and student there. It is the wry work (if
you will forgive me) of poet Howard Nemerov, a member of the
Bennington College faculty.
R. J. Tiews
Free Discussion
"That statement your Acting
President made about the drink
has just been brought to my attention. I've always been a great
believer in free discussions just so
long as it doesn't lead to action.
Why, you might even say about
this case we've got right here,
that as long as the girls have got
words coming out of their mouths
there's no room for the booze to
go into their mouths, right?
"Of course the law is the law,
you all know that. You all know
it, but it's so important I'll say it
again, the law is the law. And
once a law is made, why, you
naturally have lawbreakers, and
so you have to have law enforcers.
In this way many new jobs are
created.
"Now I want to show you girls
one or two elementary things
about how Law works. Oh, I know
you're clever and educated, but
there's no substitute for experience. Let's look together at one of
the laws we had once, the one
called Prohibition. That Law said,
to put it simply and in nontechnical terms, Stop Drinking. Well, did
people stop drinking? No, they did
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On the Rocks
by Walter Rockenstein

over-simplifie- d;

Food For Discussion

The events that have occurred in Vietnam in the last
two weeks have once again illustrated that United States'
attempts to save South Vietnam from Communist takeover
are failing. Despite large expenditures on military equip
ment, and economic aid by the
foes

United States and the presence of
24,000 United States troops, the
situation has continuously deteriorated. This fail
ure of our policy
can be traced to
an una erlying
which
problem
dangerously undermines a good
deal of American
fore ign policy.
The problem is
that, too often,
United States'
Rocky
foreign policv is
based on the official litany about
situation, or to use Senator rul- brieht's term a myth, instead of
being based on the hard realities

Last night marked the first meeting of the committee
on Food Service Investigation. Although this paper had
gone to press by the time the four students, four deans, two
professors and college business manager met, hopes were
high for a profitable discussion.
By a happy coincidence the Administrative stall and
the SGA Legislature, meeting separately and with no previous
communication, had each formed a committee to deal with
the problem of food service. With little difficulty the committees combined. To us it appears most significant that
problems of food quality and Food Service policy had become strikingly evident to both groups.
The problems with Wooster's Food Service are numerous
and complex, affecting virtually every student on this cam- involved.
pus. We wish the new committee all success in its confronVietnam offers an excellent ex
ample of how basing policy on a
tation of these issues.
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Earlham College Eastern Art Specialist

Introduces Contemporary Prints Here
by Diane Yunck
Mr. William Darr, a specialist in Japanese prints from

Earlham College, last Friday formally and dynamically
introduced to Wooster art students the current museum
exposition of contemporary Japanese prints. As a recipient

oi a r ora rounaation urant, Mr.
Darr spent the summer of 1962
in Japan.
In Japan's imitation of the
West, Mr. Darr recalled the worthless dime-stor- e
dogs, teacups and
trinkets he knew as a child. Later
he became aware of the number
of Japanese artists who had
studied in Paris and in Italy at
the turn of the century and he
wondered exactly what influence
the western tradition had on the
ancient Japanese aesthetic.
The tradition of Japanese art
derives from two major sources,
Mr. Darr pointed out, from calligraphy and ancient rubbings of
official seals and wood-blocprints
reflecting delicate Japanese scenery. In contemporary arcalli-graph- y
has emerged from pcWrial
and linguistic symbolierrr to become the basis for anelegant abstract interpretation.
k

The printing methods, continued
Mr. Darr, have likewise evolved.
As the calligraphers have adapted
the freedom found in the action
painting of the American, Jackson
Pollock, Franz Kline and Willem
de Kooning, the printers have
ceased to think of printing as a

reproductive art, but as a creative
and. direct process. Samurai
swords, butchers' cleavers, blow
torches, Elmer's glue and egg car
tons used by the more avant-gard- e
printers replace the smooth cherry
block.

Despite this apparent
Mr. Darr found an inherent sensitivity in the contemporary works not unlike that of clas
sical Japanese art a sensitivity
for texflire. nattern nnrl ennnfnno.
ity. To the Japanese, contemporary
art is not contradictory, just dif
ferent."
icono-clas-

m,

myth can lead to frustration and
failure. The official litany about
Vietnam can be stated as follows.
The United States was requested
to come into South Vietnam by its
constituted government.
legally
Our purpose there is to advise the
South Vietnamese armed forces on
how to deal with the internal re
volt which threatens the nation.
Based on this litany our policy
has been to prosecute the war in
side the country by offering mili
tary and economic assistance to
the South Vietnamese.
Vietnamese Reality
The reality in South Vietnam is
that the United States has become
deeply involved in a land war
against Communism on the mainland of Asia. The revolt in South
Vietnam, though partly internally
inspired, is largely supplied and
directed from North Vietnam with
the wholehearted support of Communist China. It is on the basis
of this reality that a new policy
for Vietnam must be molded.
Other examples of how basing
policy on myth has led to failure
spring quickly to mind. In the
area of foreign aid, the litany has
been that if we give the underdeveloped Countries aid for a short
while, then they would be able to
reach the takeoff stage of development and, thus, support their own
growth. The reality is that many
of the underdeveloped countries
are far from reaching the takeoff
stage. In some cases our aid cannot even keep the situation from
deteriorating. In other countries
population growth has offset our
efforts. Because of the myth that
results would be immediately visible, the lack of such results has
led many Americans to view
foreign aid as a costly failure.
Implacable Foes?
A third example of basing
policy on myth was our stand on
the payment of overdue United
Nations assessments. On the basis
of the litany that the United States
and Russia are implacable foes, we
told the Russians to pay up or be
thrown out of the United Nations.
The reality of the situation soon
caught up with us. The United
States and Russia are not implac

able
they operate on the
;
basis of accommodation and tacit
agreement. Part of this agreement
is that the United Nations should
be preserved as buffer against
international conflict. Thus, when
it came to the point of choosing
between possible crippling of the
United Nations and our stated
policy of "pay up or get out,"
we backed down in favor of preserving the United Nations.
These examples of policy based
on myth have emphasized how
such action leads to policy failure
and retreat. An added danger of
such action is that someone somewhere may take it upon himself
to defend such a litany by starting
a shooting conflict. In short, shaping and executing an effective
foreign policy is difficult and dangerous enough without adding the
burden of divorcing it from the
realities of world affairs. Forward
motion in foreign affairs requires
a foreign policy based not on litany or myth but on reality.

not. Of course the vast majority of
Americans did, but
there were a few intellectuals and
pinkos, even back then, who would
go to any lengths to show how individual they were. And do you
know what happened to them? I'll
tell you what happened to them.
They let the Syndicate in, that's
what happened to them. And they
not only got poison booze, they
got beaten up terrorized murdered sometimes even put in jail.
That's what happens when people
refuse to obey the law. I don't
really see to come back to your
Acting President's fine statement
how me and my department could
really see to it that you didn't take
a drink now and then up there on
that Hill of yours, which is private
property and as such protected
against search without a warrant.
My own notion how you might
do it, is you pass the troopers on
the local beat five bucks around
Christmas, I don't see how they're
going to bother you much or why
they'd want to.
"That's why I wanted so much
to approve your Community's fine
voluntary cooperation with the enforcement agencies. It makes our
job that much easier and frees
some of my
staff for
an investigation into illicit sexual
activities."
Normal Monad (Capt.),
Vermont Vice and
Arson Squad
law-abidin-

g

hard-workin- g

Neutral Nomenclature
To the Editor:
In view of the pending Food
Service Review, and vividly recalling seven semesters of dining
hall fare, I feel impelled to aid
the committee in every possible
way.
A particularly exigent situation
will be created by the tendency of
Wooster students to prejudice the

committee's verdict by nasty

com-

ments. This is manifestly unfair
to Miss Graber and General Mills.
I propose that for one week
the student body modify their
usual terminology to strict neu-

trality. Instead of calling the
breakfast pancakes "heavy" describe them as
In
telling your roommate what is for
dinner say "Beef Stroganoff" not
"gristle in gravy." When referring to the luncheon salad say
"Wilted lettuce garnished with
crispy bacon curls" not endive
laced with lard."
I feel that the vast army of
esthetically undernourished coed
card holders can afford to let Food
by Alex Keith
Service speak for itself.
Send in only one Playmate of the month ripped from your
Judy Koestner
roomie's mag, one boxtop of Sugar Smacks, and 50 cents in buffalo
nickels, and you too can become a
member of SMUT,
Student March against Unwholesome Theatre. Recently, movie houses
across our tair land have been
showing unwholesome,
P00SIEI
ungodly (We may identify Girls by their
and
movies to us blue stockings, Boys by their blue
Phone 263-280- 6
American Youths. We youths are noses, Faculty by their blue books
being subtly corrupted by a con- and Administration by their blue
niving ring of Hollywood cons, blood.)
NOW THRU TUESDAY
wholesome
2.
More
Chapel
proeager to lure innocent American
A motion picture you'll never forget!
Youths into the sinister trap of grams with more
perdition. Movies like Mary Pop-pin- athaletes and Chamber of Com
VALT DISNEY
merce officials; less student froDrop-OuI Was a Teen-Ag- e
2 - present
l
licking
and
faculty
the
radical
and
and the like have speeches.
dared show their ugly heads as
3. Fewer trips to Cleveland and
Shreve.
near as
other cities where immorality is
Filthy Lucre
rampant. The establishment of a
Even closer to us are the "films" Department of Agriculture, Homo
(as immoral movies are termed), Ec, and Etiquette in Dining Halls.
foreign and of course unwhole4. The declaration of the city
some, that have been presented by of Wooster and its movie theatre
the Faculty Film Series. Here are Off Limits to Woo Studes. The
the men and women, our (excuse raising of OLDSTERS ONLY signs
TECHNICOLOR
'CI964 mm amy Production
me while I brush aside a furtive in front of "smutty" (dirty) motear) parents away from home, vies.
WEDNESDAY thru SATURDAY
supposedly teaching us of the
Only if we follow these suggesscientia and religio exuding from tions, foes of filth, can we call
'
uno fonte, who are instead leading ourselves SMUTs of the highest
Health MUSIC
us astray and exposing us to im- order, (SMUT-HOsNext Friday,
moral films simply to line their at 6
re
a.m., bright and early, SMUT
the GO-Gpockets with this, oh tainted, trea- - will conduct its first
sure!
demonstration. (SMUT members
My fellow students, and follow- bring hatchets, tear gas, chains
ers of the One True Morality, and Bibles.) Meeting in the Sanhear my plea for action! We must dalwood Room we will march on
attitude the Faculty Club. One branch will
combat the
of the organizers of LECH, League hit the Voice office. Our immedifor the Elimination of Censorship ate goal is to stop the showing of
and Hysterics, and raise the stand- Walt Dizzy's Gidget Goes
Mary Ann Mobiey
ard of clean living from the clothes
1
a highly spicy tale about a
Chad Everett Joan O'Brien
line of the mind. We must scrawl nubile American teenager corrupNancy Sinatra- Chris Noi
across the blackboards of the Sex ted by a band of surfers on the
InMitroCCICX
Seminars, "It ain't fitten to talk lower Malayan archipelago, who
about!"
T
H
gets hooked on fireballs and . . .
I advocate the following for the But why go on? It is too painful
SMUT program:
soul such as
for a morally-mindeand
1. Separate seating in Chapel myself. Besides, I can't remember
"SANDOKAN THE GREAT"
to enhance attention to speakers. the rest. I only saw it twice.
"rib-sticking-

."
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BARRY CLEMENS

DAY

Ski

4

by Don Kennedy

-

i

The game itself was very similar to the Wittenberg contest just
one week previously. Wooster moved to a good lead, lost it, and held
I turned to Mr. Bruce just after in
a slight advantage at half-timtermission and asked for a prediction. "Twenty minutes of agonizing
basketball was the reply. And so it was.
s
What Wooster did in the final 10 minutes or so was
Frank Shannon's crew. The Scots had an O.E.R. of 1.36 in the second
half, meaning that we scored 1.36 points every time we brought the
ball downcourt. This is the highest O.E.R. recorded against the Bishops this year and is amazing in view of the fact that a rating of 1
or better is considered good. Sound
teams such as Wittenberg generally have good O.E.R. returns. The Tigers scored a 1.35
second-hal- f
in beating Wooster.
Bill Gribble, of course, was the Scot hero for the evening.
But give assists to everyone else on the starting five plus key
subs Dan Roseberry, Ron Houser and George Baker. They added
a lot to this effort and must continue to do so if the locals are
to have much success in the tournament.
Add some controversial calls both ways, a futile "rat" press, and
some caustic comments from the OWU stands and bench and you
have a great evening for Al Van Wie s cagers and their followers.
BARRY CLEMENS DAY was a bust for Delaware.
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GARY BISHOP

Nine Free Throws Doom OWU

OX. Tournament

e.

out-clas-

ball-contr-

ol

Opens Thursday

BILL GRIBBLE

post-seaso- n

Basketball
Tournament. The tournament, in
its sixth year, will open on Feb.
14-1- 3
25, with the Northern Division
To
playoffs at Akron and the Southern
Division at Denison and Capital.
by Will Johnson
Finals will then be played at Capig
Phil Shipe's
tal on March 2. Pairings for the
tournament will be held on Sun- wrestlers stunned a visiting
day, Feb. 21, at Akron for the group of Capital Crusaders,
Northern Division and at Denison 19-8- .
The margin of victory
Ohio

Conference

Grapplers Trip Caps,

fast-improvin-

for the Southern.

e,

5-1-

2

10-1- 1

7

8

The 0A6 Race

1

Tankers

8-8--

8--

263-478- 6

5--

2--

B-- W

2--

10

2--

11

2--

11

B-- W
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On the Square
SECTIONS!

Order Your Supplies
for Parties
from

NAD ELI N'S

was significant. Earlier, the Caps
had downed Wittenberg by a 16-1- 3
count the same score posted
by Wooster against the Tigers.

Capital Opens Strong
Captain Aziz Dere opened
things for the Crusaders with a
12-verdict over Warren Welch.
1

Bill Balloon followed with a
decision. The visitors pulled ahead
class
once again in the 137-lb- .
when Dick Carter nipped Eldon
Wooster's Dick Marr
Milnes,
and Capital's Jim Blackwell wrestled to a 1 tie.
Following Marr's event, the
Scots ran off with the match on
fine showings by Jim Johnson (6-- 2
over Dave Morris), Jeff Nye (a
10-win, his second straight),
5-- 4

2--

0.

1--

competition.
Last Saturday, the Black and
Gold upended Ohio Wesleyan, 68-5and spoiled the "Day" of OAC
of Delagreat and honorary-mayo- r
ware, Barry Clemens. "It was done
in Delaware," were the words of
Scot mentor Al Van Wie, serving
notice that the rejuvenated Wooster entry can fashion victories on
any court.
The big story was Bill Gribble's
best game of the year and perhaps
of his career. The Scot bread and
butter pointmaker riddled the Wesleyan zone by making 12 of 16
from the floor and seven of eight
free throws for a cool 31 points.
His backcourt sidekick, Gary
Bishop, popped nine of ten chanty
tosses in the last 2:27 of the game
to frustrate the feeble OWU press.
The teams dueled on fairly even
terms for the first 28 minutes,
Wooster leading by a single tally
Dave Guldin's
at the half, 28-2jumper at 12:07 of the second
period put the Scots ahead to stay.
Wesleyan stayed close until the
last five minutes, when their fouling and the Scots' free throw accuracy lengthened the gap.
Harris Snags 18 Rebounds
Clemens, the big man (6-7- ) with
the great outside touch, could not
be stopped. Buddy Harris "held"
him to 26 points but did a fine
job of blocking him out as Clemens
garnered only eight rebounds,
none off the offensive board. Harris made up for his meager shooting percentage by pulling down
18 ricochets. Guldin had 15 to
help Wooster to a sizeable 48-3- 3
rebound advantage.
A weak first half (14 points)
didn't discourage the Scots' Jay-veeThey rallied for a 48-3- 3 victory in the preliminary. Ron Larson had 16 points.

Years of
1929-196-

Inn-Keepin-

Phil Cotterman (a pin at 4:13)
and unlimited Roy Voss. Voss
count.
handled Ed Pesee by a
with
a
Capital came to Wooster
record and two OC victories.
Their other conference win was
over Otterbein, 16-1Last Friday the Scot wrestlers
were deprived of a big upset when
the Zips of Akron rallied to nip
The feature match
Wooster, 14-1of the evening was in the 177-lclass where Bill Wilfong, former
Regional champ,
NCAA Mid-Eadecisioned Phil Cotterman, Ohio
This broke
Conference
Phil's winning streak at 17. Last
year in the dual meet, Cotterman
pinned Wilfong.
Milnes Has Only Pin
Eldon Milnes scored a big five
points for the Scots with the
night's only pin. Warren Welch at
123 and Jeff Nye at 167 produced
the other Wooster victories. Cap-lai- n
Bill Balloon wrestled to a
draw at 130.
To date Wooster's record is
However, it must be pointed out
that three of the losses were decided in the final match, which is
a decisive indication of the excitement this team can generate.
Next home date is the season finale
against Kenyon, March 1. Tomorrow the Scot grapplers journey to
face a tough Hiram outfit.

s.

...

3-- 5

Akron on Tuesday, Barber was inconsistent, hitting his average in
both departments but often taking
shots which missed the rim and
backboard entirely.
Barber's supporting cast is.
but capable of rough
times, especially on defense. Bob
"Colonel" Johnson, the free throw
specialist who canned 15 straight
here last year, is a colorful player
with a good outside shot. Bob
"Major" Johnson, no relation, is
the 5-- playmaker. He poses a
threat as a dribbler but missed
several key situations where players were in the open against Akron. The "Major" finished with
14 points in that game and could
surprise some people tomorrow.
Sam Pratt and Karl Bolstad will
probably round out the starting
host lineup.
Tough Defensive Club
Denison is a slow, deliberate
outfit much like Wooster. They
employ the
un-sensatio-

nal

8

1-3-

-1

offense but

switch off freely
to
patterns. Defense is
their strong suit,
how ever. The
B i g R e d stand
second in the OC
L
in the points allowed per game
column. Barring
a surprise change, Wooster will
once again be faced with a combination zone eager to collapse
around the big men up front. This
procedure held Akron's big men,
Don Williams and Bill Turner,
to 12 and 11 points respectively,
two-guar- d

(2P

Big Red Lose Rebounder
A big factor in this game will
be the loss recendy of Denison
star Bill Druckemiller, another 6-- 7
giant, because of mononucleosis.

The big freshman had been moving along at an 8.5 point per
game clip with 12 rebounds a
game.
Wooster goes into this game a
definite favorite. But the Redmen
aren't going to play dead, and

Scouting . . .
Denison

3-- 0

2.

3.

b.

st

tide-holde-

r.

Himiffi
g"

4

an old inn in England, where he sought refuge from the chill of a winter's
night, a weary traveler wrote the following poem on one of the inn's frosty
window panes:
"Whoever has traveled life's dull round,
Where'er his stages may have been,
May sigh to think he has found
His warmest welcome at an Inn."
In

Long a common stop on the stage routes in olden days, the Inn was rediscovered
in 1929 and converted by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reining and family fo today's use,

making it one of the oldest Inns in Ohio.

7.

5

Chicken Dinner Capital of the World

California

TAYLOR SHOES

Zips,

Fall

9-- 5

5.

Blitzes Wesleyan Zone

Akron, Denison and Capital will
be the sites for the 1965

V.I.P.'s Gather
Proceedings in Akron will be
handled by Kenneth "Red" Cochrane, athletic director at the UniCoaches and school ofIf the Scots down Denison tomorrow they will finish the regular versity.
ficials from Akron, Baldwin-Wallacin OC play, the same conference mark they
season 13-- and
Heidelberg, Hiram, Mount
achieved last season.
Union, Oberlin and Wooster along
with newsmen from the surroundKen Norton, coach at Manhattan College in New York, startled
ing areas, will meet in Memorial
Monday when he said, "Basketball games should be handled by Hall on the Akron campus.
just one official. No two officials are exactly alike and personalities
Starting at 12 noon lunch will
sometimes conflict. One man can see just as much as two. The one
will work harder since hes the only one handling the game. Opin be served in the University Student Center. Pairings are sched
ions, anyone?
uled to begin in Memorial Hall at
1:30 p.m.
Latest OC statistics show two Scots, Dave Guldin and Bill
Division Finals Saturday
Gribble, in the top five conference free-thro- w
artists. Both are
Action in the Northern Division
around the 80 percent mark. Buddy Harris stands seventh in conwill see three games at
playoffs
ference rebounding with a 12.1 average.
Akron University on Thursday,
Feb. 25 at 6, 8 and 10 p.m.; two
A fact many spectators last Saturday were probably unaware
7 and 9 p.m. on the 26th,
record to games,
of: the win over OWU brought Al Van Wie's four-yea- r
the Northern Division champslate with
Coach Al started out in 1961-6with a
an even 45-4tilt coming at 8:15 p.m. on
ionship
and followed with
and. 18-- marks before the Wesleyan victory
the 27th.
evened his overall record.
Winner of the tournament becomes one of the four entries in
the NCAA Mideast Regional Tournament to be played at Akron's
Memorial Hall March 5 and 6.
12-- 1
.923
1. Wittenberg
UNIQUE COOKERY
11-- 2
.846
2. Akron
10-4
.714
OWU
3.
"SINCE 1925"
9-- 4
.692
4. Hiram
Drop Seventh
132 S. Buckeye St.
.615
5
WOOSTER
5.
WOOSTER, OHIO
by Bill White
.615
5
.
Otterbein
Zips splashed to a 65- Akron's
5
.615
Muskingum
Continuous Service from
7-- 6
.538 29 victory over the Wooster
8. Capital
7:30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.!
6-- 7
.461 swimming team last Saturday. The
9. Mt. Union
For Reservations Phone
7
.417 loss was the seventh for the Scots
10. Marietta
4-- 9
.307 against one victory on the season.
11. Denison
.182 This afternoon the Scots traveled to
9
12. Kenyon
.167 Granville to face a tough Denison
13.
.154 team.
14. Heidelberg
Ted Ball split the waves again
Oberlin
.154
last nite's game not included for victories in the 50 and 100
yard freestyle events. Gerry Meyer
Results This Week
managed the only other bcot vicCapital 80, Muskingum 67
tory with a first place finish in
500 yard freestyle event.
the
Akron 73, Denison 59
After today two meets remain,
Hiram 57, Otterbein 53
and the
at Baldwin-Wallac- e
one
Wittenberg 91, OWU 72
against
home
finale
at
season
77, Oberlin 64
Oberlin before Coach Swigart
Mt. Union 107, Heidelberg 78 takes his squad into the OAC Relays two weeks from today.
9

counter tomorrow at Denison, and then will be off to tourney

7,

at Wesleyan. Perhaps

as a result of this and Winter Homecoming celebrations, the gym
was packed solid. An obviously cocky Bishop team went through
its warm-u- p
and prepared to destroy the notion that Wooster has
class both at home and on the road.

7;

With brilliant victories over three of the top five teams
in the conference and an ignominious loss to the cellar dwellers, the Wooster Scots await their final regular season en-

When I said last week that the game against Ohio Wesleyan
"should be quite an evening" I ended up a better prophet than expected. Not only did the Scots look great in upsetting one of the OC
powerhouses, but the general course of events was as colorful as a
three-rincircus during boom days.
Adding to the "fun" was OWLPs Edwards Gymnasium, a physical
education plant of Severance vintage and form. I made the mistake
of not arriving in Delaware until 45 minutes before game time, and
thus found myself without a seat downstairs. A friend joined me in
roaming around the packed balconies. Five minutes was enough of
this. Have you ever sat in the $1.50 seats upstairs in major arenas:
The view at OWU wasn't much better a full half of the floor couldn't
be seen.1 -

Saturday was

Ssois S m WesbyoEi Elistop sf 68-5-

.

bJii..uffi;

by Steve Avakian

Pgo Time

3--

4.

Tomorrow night the Scots close
out the regular season at Denison.
Wooster backers migrating to
Granville will see Al Van Wie's
five (8-- 5 in OC action) batde a
Denison team which has had an
season. After bowing to Akron in Memorial Hall
in their last outing, the Big Red
bring a 49 mark into the Scot
wn

up-and-do-

game.
To say that this is

a strong
Denison team might be stretching
a point. Coach Dick Scott's crew
boasts height as a prime asset and
depends heavily on the shooting
and rebounding of 6-- 7 center
George Barber. This lean (185
pounds) junior is averaging 14
rebounds per game and about the
same number of points. Against

LADY

BOW

B-BALLERS

Wooster's women team
dropped a home clash to
Muskingum
last Saturday,
43-3- 3.

Vicki Siegel scored 14

points to take Scot scoring
honors, followed by Anne

and Kay Harley (8).
Tomorrow the team visits
Ohio Wesleyan in search of
victory number two of the

Rich (9)

season against three defeats.

they could make a real ball game
out of it if the Scots are "down"
for them. This was the case last
season, when Denison ran circles
around the locals, 65-4The hosts
offer Wooster a beautiful gym and
a challenge tomorrow.
2.

Sixth A A Blasts Delis,
Meets Second Tonight
by Dennis Goettel
Sixth AA put on a tremendous
display of shooting Tuesday night
as it rolled to its eighth win with
y
blasting of Fifth. The
a 72-4was revenge for one of AA's
two defeats and pushed their lead
to a full game over Second (7-3- ) .
The Sigs connected on 26 of 49
from the field for a brilliant 53
percent and made 21 of 30 from
the charity line for 70 percent.
Frank Moore led the barrage with
18 points, hitting on seven of 10
from the field. Tom Cooper and
Mike Henry added 12 and 11 for
the winners, while Rich Poling
and Dave Meyer had the same
totals for the losers, who trailed
32-1- 3
at the half. Fifth could hit
on only 12 of 43 from the field
for a cold 28 percent
Sixth put the game out of reach
1

vie-tor-

early as they outscored the Delts
e
streak in
the first half, 174, to take a 21-- 9
lead. After that Fifth, now 6-could get no closer than 10. Tonight at 7:15, Sixth AA runs into
another tough opponent in Second.

during an

eight-minut-

3,

Second kept in the running with
a 50-4- 4
edging of Third behind
Paul Key's 17 points. Second held
half-tim- e
a 31-2- 4
margin, but the
Rabbis cut the lead to two several
times in the second half before
going down to their eighth defeat
against only two Wins. Jim O'Brien
was high for the losers with 13.
Sixth A also kept its first division hopes alive with a 43-3- 2
win over last place Seventh. Al
Hyzer and Terry Heaphy led the
winners with 14 and 11.

Ptge Four
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Sharp Debate Team Cops
Three Tournament Wins

CASTELL PUBLISHES

Dr. Alburey Casrell,

Scrawled over the small blackboard in an office in the
rear compartments of Taylor 205 are crowded lists of seemingly incoherent markings interspersed with names like Nick,
Rocky, Tim, Phil, Dave, and Sandy, and with figures like 57- or

Southwlck Lectures at Columbia University In 1963, Pro-

fessor Castell's book provides

a defense of humanist and

idealist conceptions of the
self.

22-8-7- 4.

Fortunately, Mr. Harry Sharp
can interpret these jumbled chalk
marks, and he does so by choosing
various passages from the blackboard and explaining them For
example, the debate mentor notes
that the team has won 57 individual contests and lost 29, giving
them a total individual score of
66 percent.
"Nick and Rocky are currently
carrying the ball for the debaters,"
he continued, giving the records
of two of the debaters, Nick Kara-tinowho has won 22 and lost 8
debates, and Rocky Rockenstein,
who has won 24 and lost 8.
The director of debate also likes
to talk of the tournaments in which
Wooster participates. At Pittsburgh, Wooster tied for first place
with four wins and no losses in
individual debates. The Scots, represented by Rockenstein, Kara-tinoPhil Muller and Keith Geck-lewon the Hiram tournament
with a record of
The team
once again took first place in the
Chicago tournament, in which 40
teams from 13 states took part.
Sandy Ryburn, Tim Tilton, Rockenstein and Karatinos scored 11-- 1
in this large tournament.
"In my opinion our best performance of the year," said Mr.
Sharp, "was the Ohio State tournament." In this recent tournament,
Wooster tied for fifth place among
64 participating colleges and universities. The team won five debates and lost one in the preliminaries, beating such teams as Albion, Western Reserve, George
Washington and Ohio State, and
losing to Southern Illinois. They
then beat Illinois State in the
but lost in the quarterfinals
to the team from Wayne State.
Novice Mix-u- p
Mr. Sharp went on to discuss
some other highlights of the year.
Last Saturday Jane Sennett, Bob
McKnight,
Keith Geckler and
Geoff Hamilton traveled to Kent
State U. for a novice tournament.
A novice debater is one who is in
his first year of college-leve- l
debate. By a mistake in scheduling,
however, the Scot novice debaters
s,

s,
r,

7--

1.

,

octi-final- s,

Barbara

Hill

were entered in varsity competition. They managed to win only
two out of eight debates.
This weekend the debaters are
at Hanover, N.H., for the Dartmouth College National Invitational Tournament, "the best tournament in the nation." 80 teams
from 60 schools participate. Last
year Wooster was one of only two
Ohio schools attending the tournament and scored eight wins and
eight losses. This year three Ohio
schools will participate.
The most competitive event will
be at West Point in April. Only
36 schools can attend this tournament. The nation is divided into
eight districts and the winners of
the district competitions go on to
debate at West Point itself. Mr.
Sharp feels that it would be a
major accomplishment just to place
well in the district eliminations.
Building Year
"Next year," says Mr. Sharp,
"will be what's known in athletic
circles as a building year." Nick,
Rocky, Tim Tilton and Dave Petersen are seniors, and will be hard
to replace. But there will be several
experienced debaters left, including Phil Muller, Sandv Rvburn
and Keith Geckler.
Wooster's debate team has
achieved its record despite two
main problems, according to Mr.
Sharp. The first is the small squad
size. The second is the lack of research time or facilities. "We don't
have enough people to do all the
research that needs to be done,
Mr. Sharp explains. "Success in
debate is not entirely but is partly
dependent on an almost encyclo
pedic knowledge of the topic." No
single debater can collect all the
information needed in a debate.
so the team "farms out" the re
search work. Each debater does
part of the work, and the individu
al efforts are pooled for the use
of all the debaters.
"Our most serious difficulty is
the potentially good people on this
campus who do not come out. He
feels that if all the experienced
debaters at Wooster were on the
team, "We'd have as good a team
as any other school in the nation."

choir-ma- n

of the Department of
Philosophy here, Is the author
of "The Self In Philosophy'
published on Monday, Feb. 1,
by Macmillan. Based on his

by Jerry Meyer

29-6- 6
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MORE ON
WOOSTER-IN-INDI- A

(Continued from Page 1)

for a holiday. Education in India
boils down to a set of exams at
the end of the year. For most stu
dents, what happens before then is
incidental, i n c I u d ing scheduled
classes. Ewing will reopen Oct. 30.
Between now and then is vacation
time. Trala, trala. As I gaze on
the Taj in the moonlight, I'll be

thinking of the first set of hourlies
at dear old Woo U . . .
"Today was homesick day, after
getting a copy of the
Wooster Alumni Bulletin. The Baccalaureate Address brought back
fond memories, and the news of
classmates and other Woosterites,
past and present, made me feel cut
off again, adrift without a paddle
in an intellectual and cultural
backwater. These low moods come
and go, but recently they've been
coming more than going . . .
"I don't have any particular,
private problems. The suffering,
exasperations, temporary futilities,
outrageous inertia of one's self and
those around him those are part
of the lives of thousands here:
government workers, businessmen,
missionaries, and Peace Corps
volunteersAnybody can read in
any book about the eventual adjustments of newcomers to "exotic" countries like India. The most
significant thing to say on this is
that I have survived. Funny? Not
really
At times it is rough.
But
it is possible, nay, even
too easy, to succumb to the illusion
that you are being too idealistic
and not pragmatic enough. I have
thought at times that I was being
too German in my approach, too
much concerned with planning and
papers and ideas and
projects . . . But without ideals,
action is mere busyness, empty,
phony, and sterile
ever-prese-

nt
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Presents Concert Sunday

To Kesoorcla, WiriJe, Travel
by Don Kennedy

the Spanish Department, spent the will go on to Greece, having alfirst semester in Massachusetts but ready visited France, Germany
left recently for Spain on a re- and England.
search grant. His Spanish teaching
Miss Gould attended a Virgilian
colleague,
Pablo Valencia, i s Society conference in London last
studying for his doctorate at the June, then toured Europe, spendUniversity of Michigan. Mr. Val- ing most of her time in Italy. She
encia has received a Danforth is now back in England doing
grant to further his education.
research and lecturing on the book
Tarr and Oil
she illustrated, Our Amish NeighAlso rewarded with a fellowship bors, which was written by Dr.
for advanced study was Dr. Don- William Schreiber, Wooster Gerald A. Tarr of the Department of man professor. Later this month,
Chemistry. Dr. Tarr received a Miss Gould leaves for Egypt, thus
petroleum research fund fellow- extending the Wooster abroad repship from the American Chemical resentation to Africa.
Society. He is doing
Hugo, Nietzsche
work in
On Special Leave from the Colchemistry at
the University of Colorado.
lege are Miss Frances Guille and
Edinburg Research
Miss Dorothy Mateer, who sail
His cohort in the natural together Sunday from New York
sciences, physics head Reginald on the first lea: of their iournevs.
J. Stephenson, is presently at the which will eventually take them
University of Edinburg in Scot- to many points of the Continent.
land. Dr. Stephenson is doing re- Miss Guille, professor of French,
search in historical physics, par- is completing the research on the
tions.
ticularly investigating the original diary of Adele Hugo, which she
Berliners Sing Gore
papers of the 18th century Eng- hopes to have published in the
At the same time, Dr. Gore has lish scholar, Sir William Hamil- very near future. Miss
Mateer. as
been playing organ in Berlin, his ton.
sociate professor of English, goes
music has been sung by German
The most extensive travellers of hrst to Berlin to visit with Dr. and
choirs, and some of his composi the group speech chairman Wil- Mrs. Gore and to study Schoepen-haue- r
tions have been published there. liam C. Craig and art professor
and Nietzsche. She then
Among them was a choral piece, Sybil J. Gould have ranged all goes to England for the
summer,
"the Grayer of bt. Francis." In over Europe. Professor Craig is and then to Greece for the fall
addition, he crossed the wall to making a study of European semester, returning to Wooster
for
see the world famous East Berlin theaters. He is now in Italy and the second semester
next year.
opera, the Staatsoper.
Un the other side of the world.
Dr. Frank O. Miller of the De
partment of Political Science is the
Oreat Lakes Colleges Association
faculty representative at the Inter10
national Division of Waseda Uni- d
versity in Tokyo, Japan.
Minutes
In somewhat better environ- mental conditions, economics
chairman E. Kingman Eberhart is
Two Blocks North of Campus
researching in Miami. Florida. Dr.
Eberhart is working on a project
Beoll Avenue
in his special field labor econom
The somewhat nebulous term,
"sabbatical leave," that accounts
for the absence of several Wooster
faculty members each year, assumes more concrete connotations
when specific but diverse locations
like Japan, Egypt, Florida and
Scotland are areas for research.
This year Wooster professors
have been writing books, giving
lectures, hunting original mater
ials and perusing yellowed pages
at virtually all points of the globe.
Dr. Richard T. Gore, head of
the Music Department, has occupied most of his time trying to
track down the original copv of
a church mass by the English com
poser Muffat who was the subject
ot rrotessor bore s doctoral thesis.
With Berlin as his headquarters,
Dr. bore finally traced the composition to Budapest but has been
unable to gain access to it as vet
due to the Iron Curtain restric

al

ics.
Dr. Myron A. Peyton, head of

The presence of U. S. academic
prowess is never far: on 25 April
I take the morning Graduate Rec
ord Exam, right here on the cam
pus in a special overseas testing
center, it will be cool; like I get
to sit in an
room.
By that time I'll probably h sn
adapted to the heat that my brain
J
11
will ireeze
air-condition-
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Closest to the Campus

This Sunday evening the Chapel at 8:15, will prove her
music department of the Col- equally skilled in classical and
lege of Wooster will display contemporary music.
The concert will feature:
one of its most talented protegeesBarbara Hill. Barb, the Sonata in
Maior U784).

FREEDLANDER'S

W7

at

pupil of Daniel Winter, is a senior J. Haydn (1732-1809piano major. This concert is a
Sonata in D Minor, Op. 31, No.
part of her senior I.S..
2, L. van Beethoven (1770-1827- )
.
Her program, to be presented
Arabesque,
Op.
18, R. SchuSunday, Feb. 21, in the Memorial
mann (1810-1856Waldesrauschen (Forest Mur-mers).

,

post-doctor-

co-ordinati- on

COIN OPERATED
LAUNDRY and DRY CLEAN
Wash 20c
Dry 10c
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00

by Sara Bradley
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Young Moderns Shop

Prescription Center
"In the Heart of the Medical Area"
Phone

262-89-
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F. Liszt

Europe Bound?

(1811-1886-

SECTIONS!

).

Order Your Supplies
for Parties

Poissons d'or (Goldfish), C. Debussy (1862-1918A Set of Three Informalities,
Burrill Phillips (1907- ).
).

from

NADEMN'S

New York -- London
July 26 - Sept. 5....$325.00
Round Trip

NEXT WEEK IS SALE
WEEK at BRENNER'S
MONDAY, FEB. 22

July 10 -- Aug. 13....$305.00
Round Trip

July

4-A-

8....

ug.

$315.00
Round Trip

GEORGE'S DAY SALE

Special savings on particular
clearance of winter items.
THURS., FRI., SAT., FEB.

DOWNTOWN

Everything

FLAIR TRAVEL
263-780-

346

E.

25, 26, 27

WOOSTER $ DAYS

at Brenner's

reduced for this
great sales event. It's our 91st Dollar
Days. Save this entire weekend.
is

1

Bowman St.

Wooster, Ohio

BRENNER BROS.
the
Lower

Cost of Dressing Well

The

vHcn't the Only Wioe MM

This bird is wise, too. She knows that a nest egg is needed to get
results.
She knows her nest egg will produce something.
Be just as wise as either the hen or the owl
a nest egg for education- build a good reference library for your future personal use.
--h-
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Special Philosophy Conference 'Pre-Pri-

For April 16 issue Of The Woosfer VOCE

ni

CoDuiipfibe Fhilosop lay,. Culture;.
Woosta Hosis Meeting
everalleefi Celetaed Swltars tatoire Program April 2
on

; Professor of sion), Metaphysical Society of sity Committee on the Superior
Below are the biographies of the Marburg (1924-25- )
Dr. Harold B. Smith
17 distinguished conferees for the Philosophy and Religion, Dresden America, and International Insti- Student.
B.D., Ph.D. (Hartford Sem. and
(1925-29of
Vice
ProPresident,
Philosophy;
Philo)
and
tute
;
Leipzig
and
Comparative
Conference on
Past Chairman, Mountain Plains Rochester) ; Professor of Religion,
Society
for
American
Political
and
of
of
University
fessor
held
be
Philosophy,
at
Culture
to
sophy and
Philosophical Conference; Mem The College of Wooster.
22-2(1929-33U.S.
Legal
Member,
Philosophy;
Frankfurt
Wooster April
ber, Executive Committee, East- Formerly Pro
General
the
to
Delegation
Confer
end
the
Since
1
West Philosophers Conference
Dr. F. S. C. Northrop
fessor of Philo
of World War II, ences of the UNESCO at Paris (1964) ; Consultant, Fund for the
M.A. (Yale), M.A. (Harvard);
sophy and Reli(1946), Mexico City (1947), and Advancement of Education (Ford
Lecturer
Guest
in
Ph.D. (Harvard), Sterling Profesgion and Head of
the universities of Beirut (1948); Counsellor, U.S. Foundation) ; etc., etc.,
Department,
sor of Philosophy and Law (Emeri).

4.

Ipillllpll
r

tus), Yale University; LittD.
(Hon.), Berloit College; LL.D.
(Hon.), University of Hawaii;
Litt.D. (Hon.) Rollins College;
and Litt.D. (Hon.) Piatt Institute;
conferred the Order of Merit of the
Aztic Eagle by the Government of
Mexico, 1949; Professor Extra
ordinary, National University of
Mexico, since 1949; Visiting Professor, Universities of Iowa, Michi
gan, Virginia, Hawaii, Melbourne
(Australia), and National Univer
,ity of Mexico.

American
Council of Learned
Award (1964)1
for distinguished

Societies

Germany Embassy at Paris (1947) ; Paul
and the univer- Carus Lecturer of the American
sities of Kyoto, Philosophical Association, 1965.
Tokyo, Doshita,
!
Publications include, besides a
and International large number of papers, the fol.Christian Univer lowing books: Freedom and His
Dr. Tillich
sity in Japan.
tory (1952) ; Thought, Action and
Hon. Degrees: Doctor of Theo- Passion (1954) ; The Freedom to
logy (Halle); Doctor of Sacred Read (1957) ; and editions of Aris
Theology (Yale) ; Doctor of Divin- totle and Medieval Philosophy.
ity (Glasgow, Harvard, Wesleyan,
and Colby College) ; Doctrine of
Humane Letters (Princeton, Chi
Dr. Sterling M. McMurrin
School
New
Brandeis,
Clark,
cago,
M.A. (Utah), Ph.D. (Southern
of Social Research, and Franklin
California) ; E. E. Ericksen Disand Marshall College) ; and Doc
tinguished Professor of Philosophy,
tor of Philosophy (Free University
University of Utah.
of Berlin).

Honors:

(1956);

accomDlishme n t
i

in

West

humanistic

scholarship;
President, Soci
ety o f History Dr. Northrop
and Philosophy
of Science (1948); President,
American Philosophical Association (Eastern Division) (1952);
Member, National Council of the
American Association for Advancement of Science, Advisory Board
of the Society for the Philosophy
of Science, Advisory Board of the
Foundation, The
Werner-GreNatural Forum, World Association
etc.; Foundof
Philosoing Member, East-Wephers Conference, Honolulu; Represented USA at the Third SEATO
Round Table Conference, Bangkok,
n

Goethe Prize (1958) ; Peace Prize ern California, and Delaware State
of the German Book Trade (1962) ; College) ; D.Litt. (University of
and Essays in Honor of Paul Til Puget Sound).

lich (1959).
Publications include, besides a
large number of articles, the books
mentioned below. Dr. Tillich wrote
"
I.;
both in English and German and is
still writing, and translation of
his works from English to German
and vice versa is still being done.
The Religious Situation (1932);
The Interpretation of History I XL
Dr. McMurrin
( 193 6); Systematic Theology
(1951, 59, and 63) ; The Courage tion (1961-62)- ;
to Be (1952);

Formerly Pro
fessor of Philosophy, University
of Utah (1948-64- )
; Dean of the
College of Letters
(1954-60)-

Aca- -

;

demic Vice President (1960-61).

I

U.S. Commis- gioner of Educa.

National

Comis-sio- n

The New Being

s,

st

U.S.-Japa-

Morality and Beyond (1963).
Dr. Richard McKeon
M.A., Ph.D. (Columbia)

and
two Diplomas (Paris) ; Distin
guished Service Professor of Philo
sophy and Greek, University of
Chicago.

Ph.D. (Breslau) ; John Nuveen
Professor of Theology, University
of Chicago.

Honorary Doc- borates: Univer
sity of Aix-Maseilles, Washing
University,
ton
Brown
Univer
sity, and Jewish

ST,

.

r-

al-Arab-

inary; Visiting
Formerly Professor of PhiloProfessor, Uni- sophical Thelogy, Union TheologiMcKeon
Dr.
versities of Ar.
cal Seminary, New York ( 1933-55- )
;
University Professor, Har- kansas, Yale, and Baroda (India).
ProPresident, American Philosophivard University (1955-62)- ;
(Western Divi- fessor of Theology, University of cal Association

(1950-51-

f

and in India
(1960-61- )
; Visit
ing Professor,
Harvard Univer Dr. Bertocci
sity, San Jose (Calif.), and University of Vermont; President,
Metaphysical Society of America
(1964) and American Theological
Society (1964).

M.A. (Mysore), Ph.D. (Visvab-harati- )
Associate Professor of
;
Chinese Buddhism, Visvabharati

?

(co-autho-

r,

Education (Santiago,
Dr. M. Q. Baig
1962), 25th International ConferM. A. (Sind, Pakistan),
Ph.D.
ence on Public Education (Geneva,
1962) ; and Specialist for Depart (London) ; Department of Islamic
ment of State on Special Mission Studies, University of Toronto,
to Iran to serve as special advisor Canada.
Dr. Baig comes
to the Chancellor of the University
from Pakistan;
of Tehran; Consultant, Massachu9
.sometime Lectur- setts Education Study; Member,
'
'
I
I
P in Islamic
Research Advisory Board, Commitf
) .History and Cul- tee for Economic Development;
r
J ture, University
Member, Board of Trustees, Car
'of Sind.
negie Foundation of the AdvancePublications in
ment of Teaching; Member, Amelude a number
erican Council on Education's
of articles and
Commission on Plans and ObjecDr.
Baig
tives for Higher Education; Conbook reviews.
sultant, Office of Science and Tech- His book, The Role of Shaikh
nology,
Executive Office of the Ahmad Sarhind in Islam in In
dia, is in preparation.
President; Member, Inter-univer-

Ramanan

Dr. K.V.

University (India).
Government of
Research
India
Scholar, National
University of PePublications include, besides a king (1947-49)- ;
large number of papers in journals, Visiting Scholar.
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Harvard Yench- A
Dictionary of Psychology, the fol- ing Institute
lowing books: The Empirical Argu- (1957-59- )
; Visit-God
ment for
in Late British ing Scholar, Kyo- Thought (1938) ; The Human Ven- to University Dr. Ramanan
ture in Sex, Love, and Marriage (1960) ; Visiting Lecturer, Otani
(1949) ; Introduction to the Philo- and Kyoto Universities (1961);
sophy of Religion (1951) ; Free Visiting Professor of Philosophy,
Will. Responsibility and Grace Boston University ( 196465) .
(1957) ; Person and Reality (ediPublications include, besides a
tor, 1958) ; Religion as Creative number of articlies on Indian and
Insecurity (1958); Why Believe Chinese Buddhist
texts, the book,
in God (1963); Personality and N
agarj una's Philisophy as Prethe Good
1963).
sented in the Mahaprajnaparamita- -
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Dr. Smith

(co-autho- r)
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(co-author- ).
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Dr. Paul Tillich

(Tokyo, 1962),
Echange
n
UNESCO Conference on

tural

Latin-America-

'

ce

special studies.

r)

.:-:-

large number of articles, the following books: Science and First
Principles (1931), The Meeting
of East and West (1946), The Lo
eic of Science and Humanities
( 1947), Philosophical Anthro
pology and Practical Politics
(1959), Ideological Differences
(1949), Man,
and World-Orde- r
Nature, and God (1962), and The
Taming of the Nations (1952).

Con-feren-

American UnivCairo;
ersity,
visited India for

Dr. Smith was
born in Algeria.
Publications include, besides a
number of articles, the following
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci
M.A. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Bos-ton- ) books: Introduction to the Study
; The Is
; Borden Parker Bowne Pro- of the Bible
lamic Concept of Man; translation
fessor of Philosophy, Boston
of Ibn
Fasus
with translation and notes; AlgerTaught at Bates.
i
ia: A Point of No Return; A
College; spent a
Comparison of Old Testament
year a t CamNebCism and Islamic Sufi Orders;
bridge, England
and the Philosophy of Ibn al Ara-b- i
(193435); Ful- (to be published).
bright Scholar in
(co-edito-

LL.D.
Honorary Doctorates:
Grosse Verdienstkreuz
Goethe Medal (1956); (Universities of Utah, Clark, South- Italy

(1961-62)- ;
for UNESCO
(1955) ; The Shaking of the Foun Board of Foreign Scholarships
dations (1948) ; Dynamics of Faith (1961-62)- ;
National Culture Cen
( 1957) ;
Theology o f Culture ter Board (1961-62)- ;
Member of
(1959); Love, Power and Justice U.S. Delegation, Policy Conference
(1960) ; Christianity and Encoun on Economic Growth and Invest1958.
ter of World Religions (1963) ; ment (1961-62)- ,
n
Publications include, besides a The Eternal Now (1963); and
on Educational and CulWorld-Federalist-

lithe

Publications include numerous
monographs and articles on Philosophy and Education and two
books: Contemporary Philosophy
and A History of Philosophy

sastra in preparation for Harvard
Yenching Institute.
Dr. Alburey Castell
M.A. (Toronto), Ph.D. (Chica- go) ; Compton Professor of Philo
sophy, The College of Wooster.

Formerly Pro
fessor of Philo
sophy and EduUniver
cation,
sity of Oregon;
taught at the Universities of Tor
onto, C h i cago,
and Minnesota;
Visiting Profes-sor- ,
Columbia

Dr. Castell

University (1941-42)- ,
University
of Washington (1947), Purdue

WOOSTER VOICE

Friday, April 16, 1965
University (Machette Foundation
Lecturer, 1948), College of the
Pacific (1953), Yale University
(1957-58)- ;
Southwick Lecturer,
Columbia University, on "The Self
in Philosophy" (1963).
President, Fifth Annual Northwest Conference on Philosophy;
President, Pacific Coast Conference
on Teaching Philosophy; Fellow,
Social Service Council of Canada;
Awarded Friar's Scroll, University
of Oregon, 1953;
American Philosophical Association (Pacific Division) , 1959.
Publications include, besides
numerous articles, the following
books: Introduction to Modern
Philosophy (1943); Second Edition (1963); The Self in Philosophy (1965) ; College Logic; An
Elementary Ethics ; Position Papers in Philosophy of Education,
etc., etc.; Editor of the following:
J. S. Mill's On Liberty; Selections
from T. H. Huxley;. Thomas
Paine'sTAe Age of Reason; William James' Essays in Pragmatism
Adam Smith to
etc. ;
Karl Marx; Rousseau, Burke and
Paine; and Two Themes in Modern Poetry.

Dr. I. R. Faruqi

Dr. Troy Organ

M.A., Ph.D.; Associate
of Religion, Syracuse

All-Indi-

Educated in Beirut, (American) ,
Jndiana, H a r
v a r d , McGill,
(Canada), and al
Azhar
(Cairo)
Univer sities;
taught at McGill
Cen
I University,
tral Institute of
?
Islamic Research
( Karachi
al Az- Dr. Faruqui
har University,
and Cario University; Advisor to
the Government of Pakistan on IsRockelamic Affairs (1961-63)- ;
feller Foundation Fellow for a
Muslim Study of Christian Ethics.

Awarded the Order of Merit
(Jewel of the Lotus) by the President of India 1958; Member, Committee on Gandhian Life and Philosophy up to 1962.
Publications include, besides
numerous articles in Indian, Eu
ropean, and American journals and
the Jewish Encyclopedia, the following books: Thought and Real
ity (1937); Comparative Studies
in Philosophy
and coauthor 1951) ; Idealistic Thought
of India (1953); The Concept of
Man
and
1960); Spanish Edition (1964);
Indian Idealism and Modern Chal
lenges (1961) ; Introduction to
Comparative Philosophy (1962) ;
Idealistic Approaches: Eastern and
Western (1957); East and West
Philosophy (1955); India's Cul
ture and Her Problems (1952) ;
and Telugu Literature (1945).
Some translations into German
and Dutch are in progress.

and American journals, the

fol-

M.A., Ph.D. (Iowa); Professor lowing books: An Index to Arisof Philosophy, Ohio University, totle (1949); The Examined Life
Athens.
(1956) ; The Self in Indian Philo-

--

Had
studies in the sophy (1964); and The Art of
University of Hawaii, University of Critical Thinking ( 1965 ) .
'
Chicago, and Visvabharati Univerpost-gradua-

te

sity (India).

Dr. Richard Hocking
Formerly AsM.A. (Harvard), Ph.D. (Yale);
sistant and
Professor of Philosophy, Emory
Professor of University (since
1949).
Philosophy and
Taught at Har
l
A c t i n g Dean,
vard, Minnesota,
I
Parsons College;
California, and
'
Professor of Chicago Univer-- j
i
Philosophy, UniVisiting!
sities;
versity of Akron;
1
V
Uni- 1
Professor,
and Professor of
versity of FrankDr. Organ
Philosophy, Cha-For- d
furt (West Gertham College;
Foundation
many, 1949).
ALU
Fellow for the Advancement of
Publications in
Dr. Hocking
Fulbright clude
Dr. Faruqi was born in Pales- Education 1952-53- ;
a large
1958-59.
Grant to India
tine.
number of articles and monographs
Publications include, besides a and the book, Types of Philosophy
Publications include, besides a
with W. E. Hocking).
large number of articles, the fol large number of articles in Indian
books:
lowing
On Arabism
(1962) ; Al Sahniyyat wa al Din
al Yahudi ( 1964) ; Christian
Ethics (in the press) ; and transla
tions and editions of the following:
E-W
K. M. Khalid's From Here We
Start (1953) ; M. al Ghazali's Our
by Jerry Meyer
Dr. A. J. Bahm
Beginning in Wisdom (1953) ; M.
The Conference on Comparative Philosophy and Culture,
M.A., Ph.D. (Michigan) ; Pro B. Ghali's The Policy of Tomorrow
Dr. P. T. Raju
fessor of Philosophy, University of (1953); and A. H. al Khayyat's to be held on the campus of the College of Wooster April 22- M.A., Ph.D. (Calcutta) ; Sastri New Mexico.
Kitab al Intisar wa al Radd 'Ala 24, will have as its main concern an investigation into the
(Benares Sanskrit University) ;
Ibn al Rawandi (in the press).
Taught at
philosophical problem of the self and the cultural problem
Professor of Philosophy and Inof East-Werelationships.
University of
dian Studies, The College of Woos-teideas through discussion.
(1936- Denver
The major aim of the confer
Fulbright'
One of the questions to be an
38) ;
ence is to promote mutual underDr. A. K. Sarkar
Formerly Uni
West.
East
and
between
standing
swered by an investigation into
Scholar for Bud-- f
M. A., Ph.D...
versity Professor
understanding
this
To
arrive
at
the self is, "What do we mean by
dhist Philosophy,-Univp(Patna, India) ;
the conference will also be an atPhilosophy
of
the dignity of the individual?"
sitv ni
Prof essor of
tempt to show that all cultures are
and Psychology,
Rangoon, Burma,i .
merely variations within one basic Another is the relationship between
Philosophy, Uni
University of
(1955-56)- ,
culture, to discover significant the person and his culture. An
A
and
versity of Cey(India) ;
thought , patterns basic to all cul- understanding of the similarities
for Indian Philo
lon;
at
present
Associate ProfesDr. Bahm
tures, and to discover the differ- and differences in the concepts of
sophy, University
Profes-- f
isitinff
ences between Eastern and West the self between Eastern and West
sor, Andhra Uni- of
Benares (1962-63)- .
,
rnilo-sophysor ot
ern cultures which prevent under- ern cultures can lead to a com
versity (India)
between those cultures. prehensive understanding of the
University!
standing
Publications include, besides a
up to 1AJA
lyqy;
New Mexico.
similarities and differences beur. kqu
yisiting profeg. large number of articles, the fol- of
Six
Dr. Sarkar
tween the cultures as a whole and,
Publications in
sor, The Asia Institute (New lowing books: Philosophy, an InAmong the 17 speakers in the most importantly, to some insight
York) 1949, University of Cali troduction (1953 and 1964); clude, besides a large number of conference will be two speakers into areas of mutual concern befornia (Berkeley) 1950, University Philosophy of the Buddha (1958) ; articles in Indian and Ceylonese, native to
nations: Dr. tween the two cultural areas.
Too
Teh
OutLao
King
Tzu
books:
An
the
journals,
two
of
(1958)
;
K. V. Ramanan from India and
of Illinois (1952-53)- ,
University
The titles of the lectures to be
Logic
Beginners
line
Dr. A. K. Sarkar from Ceylon. Also given during the conference indiWhitehead's
Philosophy
for
(1960)
Types
;
of
of Southern California (1962),
participating will be four speakers cate that they will be about evenly
University of Hawaii (1949, 59, of Intuition (1961); Yoga: Union (London, 1940) ; Moral Philoborn in
nations but
and 64) , University of Mainz with the Ultimate (1961) ; and sophy: A Study of Personality now residing permanendy in the divided between general discussions of the problem of the self,
Gilles The World's Living Religions (Patna, 1943). Another book on United States: Dr. M. 0. Baiq,
(West Germany) 1961-62- ,
or a closely related problem, and
(1964).
Whitehead is to be published.
born in Pakistan; Dr. I. R. Faruqi, treatment of more specific docpie Visiting Professor, The College
born in Palistine; Dr. P. T. Raju, trines in Western and Indian
of Wooster 1962-64- .
Dr. Karl H. Potter
born in India; and Dr. H. B. thought. Some lectures will be on
Sir Hari Singh Gaur Foundation
Smith, born in Algeria.
M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard) ;
such topics as "Personal Freedom,
K.
Dr.
H.
James
Norton
Lecturer, Saugor University;
Professor of Philosophy, Uni
The problems to be discussed by Natural Law, and Creativity,"
Woodward LecturervYle Univer versity of Minnesota.
M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D. (Madras) ; these speakers, according to Dr. or "Love, Self, and Contemporary
Culture." Others will be on such
sity; Century Fund Lecturer,
Visited India Department of Religion, The Col- Raju, director of the conference,
have great relevance for our time. topics as "Unity: Appearance and
Northwestern University; j Extenfor first-hanstu lege of Wooster.
An understanding of the self is Reality in the Light of the Sufi
sion Lecturer, Baroda University;
Sir Edwin Arn-oldies several times
necessary for a proper treatment Doctrines of Ibn' Arabi and AhExtension Lecturer, Panjab UniMemorial
on the Fulbright
of the educational, political, reli- mad Sarhandi," or "The Book of
versity; etc.
gious and ethical aspects of life. Job and the Bhagavadgita."
and Rockefeller Scholar, Oxford
1
It is not merely a metaphysical
This conference is a
University (1956-57- )
Dean of the Faculty of Arts, K
grants.
Also,
understanding
concern.
an
event. The College of Wooster
; Ford FounUniversity of Rajasthan, 1950-53- ;
Publications in
becomis
among various cultures
centennial will be observed
Represented the University of Raelude, besides s dation F e 1 low,
ing increasingly important in inter- throughout the calendar year 1966,
Univer-L- '
jasthan at the Quinquennial ConI large number of Madras
i
national relations.
culminating in the 100th anniverl.MmJt
.
(1957-59)sity
ference of the
sary of the founding of the college
The need for investigating the
ur. runer & n d American Publications in- Dec. 18.
Board of India, Burma and Ceylon
problem of the self is becoming
i
11
1953, and the Commonwealth Uni- journals, two books: The
a large
evident because it has been neg-elude
The idea of having the conferDr.
Norton
versities Congress,
e c t e d by scientifically-mindeence was initiated by Dr. Howard
of Raghunatha number of arti- Cam bridge
Philo- Siromani (1957) and Presupposi- cles and
1953; President,
the book, thinkers of the past. This problem F. Lowry, president of the college.
cannot be experimented upon. It Dr. Raju has handled the preparasophical Conference 1958; Presi tions of India's
Philosophies The Philosophy of Ramanuja, is
can be understood only through tions for the conference at the
dent, Indian Philosophical Con (1963).
ready for publication.
education and the interplay of president's request.
Vice-Presiden-

.

gress 1960; one of the Presidents,
Plenary Session, International Congress of Philosophy, 1963; Seca
Oriental
tional President,
Conference, 1943.
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